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REMODELING: HOMEOWNERS PAYING MORE ATTENTION TO THE MASTER SUITE

Kitchen remodels continue to rank supreme on the list of home makeovers, however the master suite
is not far behind according to several national HOUZZ surveys. The master suite  bedroom, bath,
and closet  is becoming the second most remodeled space and typically now includes:
Chairs and sofas for relaxing
TVs
Fireplaces
Minifridges
Inteiror Designer Sallie Elliot of Inspired Interiors explains the reason for "loungier" master suites,
saying "People are getting rid of formal living rooms and dining rooms for an open concept, and
when they want to get away from all that activity, a seating area in the master bedroom for private
reading time becomes more important."

Within the master bath, HOUZZ surveys found that remodel "must haves" include:

Frameless glass showers
Multiple shower heads
Freestanding tubs ( if at all  50% of homeowners are going without the tub)
Private toilet alcove (with or without a door)
At DiGiacomo Homes, most clients request the above features. However, many of our clients wish
lists also include:
A patio or porch off the master suite
A small desk or office space within or adjoining the bedroom
Infloor heat throughout the bath
Open sink vanities
Deep mirrored storage (the old "medicine cabinet) with builtin outlets
Large, walkin closet with builtin laundry facilities
Ready to get started on your master suite? Contact us to schedule a design consult. We'll be excited
to discuss your wish list and help identify "what's possible" within your space and budget.
Sources: "HOUZZ Survey: See the Latest Benchmarks on Remodeling Costs and More;" " Bathroom Remodel Insight: A
HOUZZ Survey Reveals Homeowners' Plans;" and "Decorating Trends: A New HOUZZ Survey Shows What Homeowners
Want."

CONTACT US
DiGiacomo Homes & Renovation, Inc. is an award winning, husband and wife,
designbuild firm that has been honored to bring timeless beauty, value, and
sustainability to neighborhoods throughout the Twin Cities for more than 25
years. Our services include site analysis, architectural design, interior design,
and construction. As always, contact us with questions or when ready to begin
your custom home or remodel project.
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